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Nobel Biocare: Streamlined
logistical processes with SAP ERP
Goldfish streamlined SAP ERP for the Distribution Centers of Nobel Biocare in
The Netherlands and the US. The workflow of Nobel Biocare has become very
transparent with this integrated solution which simplified receiving of incoming
shipments and optimized picking, packing and shipping of goods. Above all, the
new radio frequency supported process supports employees to work highly
effective and efficient.
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Executive overview
BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION

TOP BENEFITS ACHIEVED

Industry
Life Sciences/Pharmaceutical

The company’s top objectives:
•• Increased service quality level
•• Improved productivity
•• Efficiency gain
•• Global harmonization of warehouse processes
•• Reduction of processing time

Harmonized processes

Products and Services
Dental industry

The resolution:
•• SAP ECC 6.0 optimization, using ITS mobile

Employees
2400 (2012)

The key benefits:
•• Streamlined, stable and integrated processes
•• High quality output
•• Efficient and easy to harmonize processes
•• Environmental impact due to less printing

Company or Organization
Nobel Biocare
Headquarters
Zurich, Switzerland

Revenue or Budget
€ 580 million (2012)

1.9

Return on investment
1.9 years

Web Site
www.nobelbiocare.com
Partner
Goldfish ICT Services

Increased productivity
& quality levels

“We gain a significant increase in productivity and quality.”
Patrick Schellekens, Global Head of Distribution Centers, Nobel Biocare
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Sustainable growth with SAP ERP

Company objectives
Resolution
Business transformation
Advantages
Future plans

Nobel Biocare is a world leader in innovative
restorative and esthetic dental solutions, providing
dental professionals with state-of-the-art evidencebased tooth-to-root solutions. To streamline its
logistical processes Nobel Biocare asked SAP
Partner Goldfish to implement new SAP modules
and configure the existing SAP ERP solution.
For more than 40 years, the R&D department of
Nobel Biocare has been introducing innovative
dental solutions and treatment concepts that have
improved patient quality of life. Designing for Life is
an ambition that covers much more than product
design and treatment innovation. It is a concise
expression of the principle upon which their

business is established. It permeates everything
the employees of Nobel Biocare do, from scientific
discovery and clinical trials to product information
and customer relations. The company has assisted
customers in the treatment of millions of patients.
This experience has shown that a better smile,
better speech, better oral health – not to mention
the ability to eat normally again – dramatically
improves life.
Providing a high level of care enhances quality of
life for patients and the professional reputation of
clinicians. For Nobel Biocare, such improvements
represent a long-term commitment to both
customers and patients.

“We used a paper based process with a lot of self made tools for our
logistics. With the new process we achieved our goals of increasing
quality, improving reliability and reducing costs.”
Maaike Pieltjes, Senior Project Manager, Nobel Biocare
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Use SAP ITS Mobile for scanning
& design user friendly receipts
Patrick Schellekens, Global Head of Distribution
Centers at Nobel Biocare: “In 2007 we insourced
our distribution from an external company and
started our own distribution center near Venlo,
The Netherlands.” “Previously, we have been using
Basic SAP and some self made tools - mostly Excel
- to route our products from both our Distribution
Centers to our customers. Though we had reached
a high level of efficiency, there were possibilities to
improve these logistical processes.
“A year ago we made a business case which clearly
showed that implementing more automation
for our logistical processes would give a very
quick return of investment. We calculated a ROI
of approximately two years, so when our board
decided to sponsor this project we could take off
quickly. The search for an SAP specialist could
start.”

9000

Saved almost 9000
prints a day, increased
quality levels and
productivity

Initially, Nobel Biocare asked three qualified SAP
implementation partners for an RFI and RFP. “The
consultants of Goldfish ICT Services gave us a
demonstration that clearly showed us the technical,
organizational and operational implications of the
project. Their project team contained people with
a lot of operational expertise. They immediately
gave us a good feeling of what we could expect. The
choice for Goldfish worked out really well, although
being consultants, they were an integrated part of
the project team.
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Changing and streamlining
logistic process
“The solution offers us tremendous opportunities
to streamline the processes in both our
distribution centers. Whereas the project team
had documented the solution and implementation
method in detail it was possible to copy the
solution to our other distribution center in the
US. The pilot in The Netherlands was used to fine
tune the solution and filter out any hiccups in the
process to create wider support from employees
in the DC. Purchase orders, inbound deliveries,

stock transport deliveries, customer returns and
consignment pickups are now integrated into
automatic workflows. New and temporarily coworkers have virtually no learning curve. This
resulted in a productivity increase from 80 to
90 lines per hour per employee for picking and
packing and from 22 to 32 lines for handling return
shipments. With this we maintained the quality level
at average 0,25 logistics claims per 10.000 shipped
lines and we expect the quality level to increase.”

KEY BENEFITS

1.9

ROI of 1.9 years

Harmonized processes
across the globe

1

One integrated system
instead of many tools
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Quality improvement,
productivity gains, lower costs
Nobel Biocare profits of several advantages.
Patrick Schellekens: “Products are now routed
more efficient. We use scanners to pick, check and
pack our products. Manual work is reduced to a
minimum, which prevents our DC-colleagues to
make mistakes. All the data is at hand in real time,
so managers can make reports quickly and easily”,
“In addition, the standardized SAP tools that
Goldfish has been using, enabled us to roll out
the solution in our other distribution center and
harmonize processes. In the Netherlands we have
reduced the amount of steps in our processes and
replaced 9,000 prints with only 100 prints a day.
Goldfish has helped us to enable a productivity
increase, not only in the Netherlands but also in
our DC in the US.”

“With no addition to our existing hardware - except
scanners - and without the need of middleware,
we incurred significant savings. For a multinational
like us, with DC’s on two continents, this can grow
exponentially. We don’t have to buy or manage
expensive, separate software solutions for routing
products through our warehouses. Security,
transparency and integrity are guaranteed, thanks
to standard SAP authentication.”

Nobel Biocare
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Add any option
and hardware
Nobel Biocare is very satisfied about SAP ERP and
Goldfish’s SAP expertise. “Goldfish optimized the
warehouse management module in our existing
SAP ECC 6.0 ERP, without any investments in
new software. It just used ITS mobile - Internet
Transaction Server - for communication between
SAP WM and our new RF scanners. No new
software required, because it’s an integrated part
of SAP ECC 6.0. We only had to buy scanners,
based on the preferences, daily routine and
expertise of our co-workers.”
“All this proves the flexibility of SAP ERP. In all
the years we are using SAP it has been a scalable
solution that can easily adapt to our unpredictable
future needs”, Pieltjes and Schellekens state.
“It helps us to redesign and streamline processes,
add new hardware and stimulate collaboration with
our customers and partners anytime, anywhere,
regardless of the language, continent where our
business is located. SAP even helps us to comply
with (inter)national regulations.”
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